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When Christine, a nomadic writer-journalist embarks on Delhi, a city of myriad religions she quickly

discovers that the peopleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s one true God is the rupee. In this guide book on Delhi she

ignores language and class barriers, explains how to tactically extricate oneself from bribery, police

corruption and cannibalism. Discover how she escapes from Delhi through illegal border crossings

in the bold-face of economic rape.The book on Delhi poignantly cut wounds into the reader with

tragedies in a climate where the author re-heals the agony with humor. 'The book on Delhi' is written

by Christine Benjamin. A young woman born on the 290 square mile coastally influenced island in

the Caribbean called Dominica. Through out her life, She travelled to other islands within the

Caribbean, then to several states in America. Life took her to Europe and Asia but her most

shocking trip was to India. It is hereby that she writes about the brutality of life in India on ones own,

without an Indian Ancestry.This guide book is an important measure for people who are travelling to

Asia or are curious about India. It is a raw media sabotage of the filtered information withheld from

internet users searching for truths concealed through what Indian google obscures. Realizing that it

was too late to correct her mistake by travelling to India, she decided to make the best of this

destination. She enrolled at the Mahatma Gandhi University and studied Mathematics and Social

Science. There are countless of schools which offer affiliated courses, so enrolling in a mass

communication course and securing a diploma in journalism became tangible.The cost for decent

living in Delhi is quite high for a third world country, this is why Miss. Benjamin was influenced into

finding employment.  "I got employed at the property observer Real Estate and Magazine Company

at DLF towers in Jasola, Delhi. There I realized that the structural class system is not only within the

Indian Society, but extends to the Workplace as well".But she also became aware that it was time to

get out of India when she got evicted from her apartment because her visa had expired.  "There is

something called police verification, where the police scrutinizes your travel documents, and an

expired visa normally lands a person in prison. Not the fancy prisons like in America or Europe , but

the kind of prison that is more of a concentration camp than a facility. I had to leave." In her book,

she describes her illegal border Crossing into the very welcoming Nepal. "I had to get back home to

the Caribbean. I was tired. Getting back home but avoiding Delhi I went through Qatar, then France,

to Guadeloupe, then a ferry to Dominica." My passion changes as the seasons which causes me to

currently work on three other books.The book on DelhiThe author takes you by the hand to discover

Indian Secrets and gives the reader a live course in bribing tactics. Travel to Delhi, Jaipur and

Dimapur, know the true value of money and the difference when facing God and Karma while

ignoring language Barriers. An unconcealed truth packed with differences of culture, language and



class. The book on Delhi is a non-fiction that takes the reader inside India so vividly that he feels the

summer heat and wet monsoons. Understand the meaning of different festivals, discover slave

dynasties and unrevealed secret of the Taj Mahal. Identify with ethnic minorities and the industry of

the caste-less people in their entrepreneurial creativity. The book on Delhi book appalls the reader

with the resilience and greed of ambitious Indians. This is a halting guide that rocks the

readerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s soul as he learns survival in a land where the poor is invisible.
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I admire her writing style as she shares her experience after visiting this part of the world with the

rest of the world. I personally believe that this book is an interesting read as it also serves as a

guide for someone who intends to travel there. This is like first hand information reducing your

likelihood of falling for the trickery of many of the natives whom you most certainly will encounter

particularly as a result of poverty and the will to survive.

The author did a great job of story telling and giving vital information that would help travelers who



are interested in traveling to India. It was very easy to read and understand, very interesting and a

definite page turner could not put it down. What an adventure for her and her children glad she and

the kids made it out safe. What a story to tell when Nassim and Yummy grows up!
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